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Abstract— For a robot to personalize physical assistance
effectively, it must learn user preferences that can be generally
reapplied to future scenarios. In this work, we investigate
personalization of household cleanup with robots that can tidy
up rooms by picking up objects and putting them away. A key
challenge is determining the proper place to put each object,
as people’s preferences can vary greatly depending on personal
taste or cultural background. For instance, one person may
prefer storing shirts in the drawer, while another may prefer
them on the shelf. We aim to build systems that can learn
such preferences from just a handful of examples via prior
interactions with a particular person. We show that robots
can combine language-based planning and perception with the
few-shot summarization capabilities of large language models
(LLMs) to infer generalized user preferences that are broadly
applicable to future interactions. This approach enables fast
adaptation and achieves 91.2% accuracy on unseen objects in
our benchmark dataset. We also demonstrate our approach
on a real-world mobile manipulator called TidyBot, which
successfully puts away 85.0% of objects in real-world test
scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

Building a robot that provides personalized assistance
for physical household tasks is a long-standing goal of
robotics research. In this paper, we investigate the task of
tidying up a room: moving every object on the floor to its
“proper place.” One of the challenges in performing this task
is determining the correct receptacle (“proper place”) for
every object. This is difficult because where objects should
go is highly personal, and depends on cultural norms and
individual preferences. One person may want to put shirts in
a dresser drawer, another may want them on shelves, and a
third may want them hanging in a closet. There is no “one
size fits all” solution.

Classical approaches to the household cleanup task ask a
person to specify a target location for every object [1], [2],
which is tedious and impractical in an autonomous setting.
Other works learn generic (non-personalized) rules about
where objects typically go inside a house by averaging over
many users [3], [4], [5]. Works that focus on personalization
aim to extrapolate from a few user examples given similar
choices made by other users, using methods such as collabo-
rative filtering [6], spatial relationships [7], or learned latent
preference vectors [8]. However, all of these approaches
require collecting large datasets with user preferences or
generating datasets from manually constructed, simulated
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Fig. 1. We study the task of household cleanup, where each object on the
floor must be picked up and put away while following user preferences.

scenarios. Such datasets can be expensive to acquire and
may not generalize well if they are too small.

Our approach is to utilize the summarization capabilities
of large language models (LLMs) to provide generalization
from a small number of example preferences. We ask a
person to provide a few example object placements using
textual input (e.g., yellow shirts go in the drawer, dark purple
shirts go in the closet, white socks go in the drawer), and then
we ask the LLM to summarize these examples (e.g., light-
colored clothes go in the drawer and dark-colored clothes
go in the closet) to arrive at generalized preferences for this
particular person.

The underlying insight is that the summarization capa-
bilities of LLMs are a good match for the generalization
requirements of personalized robotics. LLMs demonstrate
astonishing abilities to perform generalization through sum-
marization, drawing upon complex object properties and
relationships learned from massive text datasets. By using
the summarization provided by LLMs for generalization in
robotics, we hope to produce generalized rules from a small
number of examples, in a form that is human interpretable
(text) and is expressed in nouns that can be grounded in
images using open-vocabulary image classifiers. Using an
off-the-shelf LLM also avoids expensive collection of user
preference data and model training.

We investigate the proposed approach in a real-world
robotic mobile manipulation system for household cleanup,
which we call TidyBot (Fig. 1). Before the robot begins
cleanup, we ask the user to provide a handful of example
placements for specific objects, which are passed to an LLM



to be summarized into a generalized set of rules (personalized
to that user) mapping object categories to receptacles. The
nouns of these generalized rules are provided to an open-
vocabulary image classifier in order to identify objects on
the floor and determine target receptacles for them using
the rules. The robot will then carry out the cleanup task by
repeatedly picking up objects, identifying them, and moving
them to their target receptacles.

We evaluate our approach quantitatively on both a text-
based benchmark dataset and our real-world robotic system.
On the benchmark, we find that our approach generalizes
well, achieving an accuracy of 91.2% on unseen objects
across all scenarios in the benchmark. In our real-world test
scenarios, we find that TidyBot correctly puts away 85.0%
of objects. We also show that our approach can be easily
extended to infer generalized rules for manipulation primitive
selection (e.g., pick and place vs. pick and toss) in addition
to inferring object placements.

Our contributions are: (i) the idea that text summarization
with LLMs provides a means for generalization in robotics,
(ii) a publicly released benchmark dataset for evaluating
generalization of receptacle selection preferences, and (iii)
implementation and evaluation of our approach on a real-
world mobile manipulation system.

Please see our project page at https://tidybot.
cs.princeton.edu for additional supplementary material,
benchmark dataset and code, and qualitative videos of our
real-world system TidyBot in action.

II. RELATED WORK

Household cleanup. Many recent works in Embodied AI
have proposed benchmarks or methods for completing house-
hold tasks in simulated indoor environments [9], [10], [11],
[12], [13], [14]. For household cleanup in particular, the
object rearrangement task [10], [15], [12], [16], [17] requires
an embodied agent to pick up and move objects so as to bring
the environment into a specified state. Household cleanup has
also been studied in robotics works, in which instructions for
object rearrangement are specified via pointing gestures [1]
or target layouts [2]. The drawback of these setups is that a
target location must be manually specified for every object to
be manipulated, which can require significant human effort.
Prior works have addressed this challenge by automatically
inferring object placements based on human preferences
for where objects typically go inside a house [3], [4], [5],
eliminating the need to specify where every individual object
goes. However, these works predict human preferences that
are generic rather than personalized. To handle the variability
in preferences across different users, other works have used
collaborative filtering [6], spatial relationships [7], or learned
latent preference vectors [8] to predict object placements that
are based on personalized user preferences. These methods
require the collection of large crowd-sourced datasets for
human preferences, which can be expensive. By contrast,
our approach uses off-the-shelf LLMs with no additional
training or data collection. We are able to directly leverage

the commonsense knowledge and summarization abilities of
LLMs to build generalizable personalized preferences for
each user.

Object sorting. Object sorting has been studied in robotics
using approaches such as clustering [18], active learning [19],
[20], metric learning [21], or heuristic search [22], [23].
These setups carry out pre-specified sorting rules using
physical properties such as color [24], [18], [19], [20], [22],
[25], [23], shape [20], size [18], [20], [25], or material [26].
Notably, they are not able to sort based on semantics or
commonsense knowledge, nor are they able to automatically
infer sorting rules. More recently, Høeg and Tingelstad [27]
studied whether classification of objects into general high-
level categories can be improved by using an LLM to
take in an object detector’s prediction and output a general
category for the object. In our work, we similarly tap into the
commonsense knowledge of LLMs to reason about object
sorting. However, whereas their setup uses pre-specified
sorting rules based on a fixed set of categories, ours is able
to infer generalizable sorting rules automatically.

LLMs for robotics. Large language models (LLMs) have
been shown to exhibit remarkable commonsense reasoning
abilities [28], [29], [30]. As a result, there has been in-
creasing interest in harnessing the capabilities of LLMs to
build more commonsense knowledge into robotic systems.
Many recent works study how LLM-generated high-level
robotic plans (typically produced using the few-shot learning
paradigm [28]) can be grounded in the state of the envi-
ronment. This can be done with value functions [31], [32],
semantic translation into admissible actions [33], scene de-
scription as context [34], [35], [36], [37], feedback [38], [39],
or re-prompting [40]. However, these works assume a setup
in which the LLM is expected to output a single generic plan.
This is not a good fit for personalized household cleanup,
because a “one size fits all” plan would not address the wide
variability in user preferences. Instead, our system generates
personalized plans that are tailored to the preferences of a
particular user. Other works in robotics have used LLMs
for PDDL planning [41], code generation for robotic control
policies [42], and parsing navigation instructions into textual
landmarks [43]. These works all use LLMs as a means of
integrating commonsense knowledge into robotic systems,
which is also true in our case. However, unlike these works,
we additionally show that the summarization ability of LLMs
enables generalization in robotics.

III. METHOD

We use the summarization capabilities of an off-the-shelf
LLM to generalize user preferences from a small number
of examples. Below, we describe how we use the LLM to
infer personalized rules for both receptacle selection and
manipulation primitive selection, and also how we deploy
the approach on a real-world mobile manipulation system
for household cleanup.



A. Personalized receptacle selection

Our system first receives a few examples of object place-
ments reflecting the personal preferences of a user. For
instance, the user may specify that yellow shirts and white
socks go in the drawer, while dark purple shirts and black
shirts go in the closet. We provide these examples to an LLM,
which then infers personalized rules on where objects belong.
Specifically, the LLM (i) summarizes the examples into
general rules, and then (ii) uses the summary to determine
where to place new objects.

Following recent work [34], [37], we convert the user
examples into LLM prompts that are structured as Pythonic
code. This prompt form is advantageous because LLMs are
trained on large amounts of code, and it also provides a
structured output that is easy to parse. To represent the user
examples, the prompt first contains a list of objects present in
the scene and a list of potential receptacles. This is followed
by a series of pick and place commands reflecting where the
objects should be placed according to the user. Then, we ask
the LLM to complete the last line, which is a code comment
summarizing what the preceding code block does. Here is an
example LLM completion where the output from the LLM
is highlighted:

objects = ["yellow shirt", "dark purple shirt", "white
socks", "black shirt"]
receptacles = ["drawer", "closet"]
pick and place("yellow shirt", "drawer")
pick and place("dark purple shirt", "closet")
pick and place("white socks", "drawer")
pick and place("black shirt", "closet")
# Summary: Put light-colored clothes in the
drawer and dark-colored clothes in the closet.

In this example, the LLM summarized the provided object
placements and inferred that light-colored clothes go in the
drawer while dark-colored clothes go in the closet. These
examples lead to a generalized rule for where objects belong,
personalized to this particular user.

Next, the summary is used by the LLM to generate
placements for novel, unseen objects. The prompt consists
of the summary from the LLM summarization step (in the
form of a code comment), a list of the unseen objects, a list
of receptacles, and a partial pick and place command for the
first object. We then ask the LLM to provide a placement
for each object by completing the prompt:

# Summary: Put light-colored clothes in the drawer and
dark-colored clothes in the closet.
objects = ["black socks", "white shirt", "navy socks",
"beige shirt"]
receptacles = ["drawer", "closet"]
pick and place("black socks", "closet")
pick and place("white shirt", "drawer")
pick and place("navy socks", "closet")
pick and place("beige shirt", "drawer")

The output pick and place commands can then be parsed
to determine where each unseen object should be placed.

B. Personalized primitive selection

Similar to the way we infer generalized rules for recep-
tacle selection, we can also infer generalized rules for how
to manipulate objects, again leveraging the summarization
capabilities of LLMs. First, we provide a few examples of
objects along with their user-preferred manipulation primi-
tive to the LLM, and ask it to summarize. Here is an example
completion where the output from the LLM is highlighted:

objects = ["yellow shirt", "dark purple shirt", "white
socks", "black shirt"]
pick and place("yellow shirt")
pick and place("dark purple shirt")
pick and toss("white socks")
pick and place("black shirt")
# Summary: Pick and place shirts, pick and
toss socks.

The summary can then be used as a generalized rule to
predict the appropriate primitive to use for unseen objects:

# Summary: Pick and place shirts, pick and toss socks.
objects = ["black socks", "white shirt", "navy socks",
"beige shirt"]
pick and toss("black socks")
pick and place("white shirt")
pick and toss("navy socks")
pick and place("beige shirt")

C. Real-world robotic system

Given generalized rules from LLM summarization, we
can now implement these rules on a robot tasked with
tidying up a household environment. To do so, we use
a perception system to localize and recognize objects in
the environment, and a predetermined set of manipulation
primitives to move objects into receptacles. For our setup, we
use pick and place and pick and toss as our primitives,
as they are well-suited for household cleanup. However, other
sets of primitives could also be used.

For each new user, the system will receive a set of example
preferences and run the previously described LLM pipeline
to get personalized rules for the user. The rules contain a set
of generalized object categories produced by summarization
(e.g., light-colored clothes, dark-colored clothes), each of
which is matched to a preferred receptacle and manipulation
primitive for that category. The robot will tidy up the envi-
ronment by iteratively performing the following steps until
no more objects remain on the floor: (1) localize the nearest
object, (2) classify the object into a generalized category,
(3) determine the appropriate receptacle and manipulation
primitive for the object using generalized rules produced
by the LLM, and (4) use the manipulation primitive to put
the object into the receptacle. Fig. 2 provides a conceptual
illustration of this procedure, and Algorithm 1 outlines these
steps in pseudocode.

One important aspect of our approach is that the LLM
summarization automatically provides candidate categories
to the perception system. Nouns (or noun phrases) are
extracted from the summarization text as categories, and used
as the target label set for CLIP [44], the open-vocabulary
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Fig. 2. System overview. Once the user’s preferences have been summarized with an LLM, TidyBot will localize the closest object on the floor, move
to get a close-up view with its egocentric camera, predict the object’s category using CLIP, use the LLM-summarized rules to select a receptacle and
manipulation primitive, and then execute the primitive to put the object into the selected receptacle, repeating this entire process until no more objects can
be found on the floor.

Algorithm 1 System pipeline
Input: Ereceptacle = {(o1, r1), (o2, r2), . . .}
Input: Eprimitive = {(o1, p1), (o2, p2), . . .}
Sreceptacle = LLM.Summarize(Ereceptacle)
Sprimitive = LLM.Summarize(Eprimitive)
C = LLM.GetCategories(Sreceptacle)
robot.Initialize()
while True do

Itop = GetOverheadImage()
o = ViLD.GetClosestObject(Itop)
robot.MoveTo(o)
Iego = robot.GetEgocentricImage()
c = CLIP.GetCategory(Iego, C)
r = LLM.GetReceptacle(Sreceptacle, c)
p = LLM.GetPrimitive(Sprimitive, c)
robot.PickUp(o)
robot.MoveTo(r)
robot.ExecutePrimitive(p)

end while

image classification model we use. For example, the follow-
ing LLM prompt will extract the two general categories in
the summary text (light-colored clothing and dark-colored
clothing):

# Summary: Put light-colored clothes in the drawer and
dark-colored clothes in the closet.
objects = ["light-colored clothing",
"dark-colored clothing"]

This combination of summarization and open-vocabulary
classification is critical to the autonomy of the system, as
it enables the object classifier to work with a small set of
generalized object categories. The approach is (i) robust as
there are only a small number of categories to differentiate
between, and (ii) flexible because it supports arbitrary sets
of object categories for different users. In contrast, without
LLM summarization, the object classifier would have to be
able to recognize all possible fine-grained object classes,
which is much more difficult. Alternatively, the user would
have to manually specify the list of objects present in each
target scene, which would be impractical for an autonomous
system.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We investigate the performance of our proposed approach
with two types of evaluation. For the first type of evalu-
ation, we design a benchmark for generalization of recep-
tacle selection using text-based examples, which enables
direct comparison to alternative approaches and ablation
studies, with quantitative metrics. For the second type of
evaluation, we deploy our approach in a real-world mobile
manipulation system for tidying up a room based on user
preferences. Unless otherwise specified, the LLM we use
is text-davinci-003, a variant of GPT-3 [28]. All LLM
experiments were run with temperature 0.

A. Benchmark dataset

In order to evaluate the proposed approach and to quanti-
tatively compare it to alternatives, we created a benchmark
dataset of object placements. The benchmark is comprised
of 96 scenarios, each of which has a set of objects, a set
of receptacles, a set of example “seen” object placements
(preferences), and a set of “unseen” evaluation placements,
all specified as text. The task is to predict the placements in
the “unseen” set given the examples in the “seen” set.

The benchmark scenarios are defined in 4 room types
(living room, bedroom, kitchen, pantry room), with 24 sce-
narios per room type. Each scenario contains 2–5 receptacles
(potential places to put objects, such as shelves, cabinets,
etc.), 4–10 “seen” example object placements provided as
input to the task, and an equal number of “unseen” object
placements (distinct from the seen examples) provided for
evaluation. There are 2 seen and 2 unseen object placements
per receptacle. In total, there are 672 seen and 672 unseen
object placements, which cumulatively reference 87 unique
receptacles and 1,076 unique objects.

Success on this benchmark is measured by the object
placement accuracy: the number of objects placed in the
correct receptacle divided by the total number of objects.
We evaluate accuracy separately for seen and unseen objects,
to tease apart memorization versus generalization. For each,
we compute the accuracy per scenario, and then average the
results across all scenarios to produce the numbers shown in
the tables.



TABLE I
COMPARISONS TO BASELINES

Method Accuracy (unseen)

Examples only 78.5%
WordNet taxonomy 67.5%
RoBERTa embeddings 77.8%
CLIP embeddings 83.7%
Summarization (ours) 91.2%

B. Baseline comparisons

In our first set of experiments, we use the benchmark to
provide quantitative evaluation of our approach compared to
several alternatives. The results are in Tab. I. Since the main
challenge is to generalize from objects in the examples (seen)
to those in the evaluation set (unseen), we consider a variety
of baseline generalization approaches and report placement
accuracy metrics only for unseen objects.

The following paragraphs describe each baseline and pro-
vide a discussion of how the performance compares to that
of our proposed approach.

Examples only. The first baseline provides a direct compar-
ison to a system like ours if it did not use summarization.
The LLM is given a list of objects, receptacles, and example
placement preferences, along with a list of unseen objects
for a new scene. Then, the LLM is asked to directly infer
the proper placements (highlighted text) for unseen objects
in the new scene, without summarization as an intermediate
step:

objects = ["yellow shirt", "dark purple shirt", "white
socks", "black shirt"]
receptacles = ["drawer", "closet"]
pick and place("yellow shirt", "drawer")
pick and place("dark purple shirt", "closet")
pick and place("white socks", "drawer")
pick and place("black shirt", "closet")

objects = ["black socks", "white shirt", "navy socks",
"beige shirt"]
receptacles = ["drawer", "closet"]
pick and place("black socks", "drawer")
pick and place("white shirt", "closet")
pick and place("navy socks", "drawer")
pick and place("beige shirt", "closet")

The prediction accuracy of this method for unseen objects
(78.5%) is significantly worse than that of our method
(91.2%). Since the main difference between this method
versus ours is that our method leverages summarization, this
result presents strong evidence for our main hypothesis —
i.e., summarization is useful for generalization. This finding
is also consistent with recent work showing that LLMs
perform better when they are asked to output intermediate
steps of reasoning before the final answer [29], [30]. When
looking at the predictions, we find that this baseline approach
generally predicts object placements that are sensible but
may not be consistent with the user’s preferences.

WordNet taxonomy. This baseline uses a hand-crafted lex-
ical ontology called WordNet [45] to generalize placements

TABLE II
ABLATION STUDIES

Method Seen Unseen

Commonsense 45.0% 45.6%
Summarization 91.8% 91.2%
Human summary 97.1% 97.5%

from seen to unseen objects. For each unseen object, we
place it in the same receptacle as the most similar seen
object, where similarity is measured using the shortest path
between two objects in the taxonomy. Since WordNet is
a hand-crafted taxonomy, it does not contain all possible
object names. For the 694 objects in our benchmark that
are missing from WordNet, we manually mapped each of
them to the closest WordNet object name. Even with the
manual mapping, the performance of this WordNet baseline
for unseen objects (67.5%) is far worse than that of our
method (91.2%). This shows that LLM summarization pro-
vides better generalization than using the hierarchy provided
by a hand-crafted ontology.

Text embedding. This baseline uses pretrained text em-
beddings to assist with generalization. For each unseen
object, we place it in the receptacle provided for the
most similar seen object, where similarity is defined
by cosine similarity between encoded object names in
the RoBERTa [46] or CLIP [44] embedding space. For
RoBERTa, we use the pretrained Sentence-BERT [47] model
from the SentenceTransformers library. Specifically, we use
the all-distilroberta-v1 variant which is a distilled
version of the RoBERTa [46] model that is fine-tuned on
a dataset of 1 billion sentence pairs. For CLIP, we use
the pretrained model provided by OpenAI. In either case,
the generalization performance for predicting placements
of unseen objects does not reach the performance of our
proposed summarization approach (77.8% for RoBERTa and
83.7% for CLIP, versus 91.2% for ours). Although text
embeddings trained on large datasets encode many types of
object similarities, particularly for related object categories,
they may not encode the object attributes relevant to the pref-
erences of a particular user (e.g., light objects go here, heavy
object go there). In contrast, our summarization approach is
able to correctly encode a larger variety of user preferences.

C. Ablation studies

In the second set of experiments, we use the benchmark to
evaluate the performance of several variants to our method.
The goal of these experiments is to compare its performance
to alternatives with far less information (using only common
sense, without preferences) or far more information (using
human-generated summarizations). We also study the impact
of using different LLMs. The benchmark metrics for both
seen and unseen objects are provided in Tabs. II and III.

Commonsense. Our first ablation study measures how well
an LLM can perform the benchmark tasks using only com-
monsense reasoning — i.e., without using the preferences
at all. For each benchmark scene, we give the LLM the



TABLE III
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT LLMS

Model Commonsense Summarization
seen unseen seen unseen

text-davinci-003 45.0% 45.6% 91.8% 91.2%
text-davinci-002 41.8% 37.5% 84.1% 75.7%
code-davinci-002 41.4% 39.4% 88.6% 83.2%
PaLM 540B 45.5% 49.6% 84.6% 75.7%

list of objects and list of receptacles, and then ask it to
generate object placements (highlighted text) without using
the provided user preferences:

# Put objects into their appropriate receptacles.
objects = ["black socks", "white shirt", "navy socks",
"beige shirt"]
receptacles = ["drawer", "closet"]
pick and place("black socks", "drawer")
pick and place("white shirt", "closet")
pick and place("navy socks", "drawer")
pick and place("beige shirt", "closet")

This baseline performs poorly, even for seen objects
(45.0%), due to the high variability of object placement pref-
erences in the benchmark. The predicted object placements
are sensible but are not reflective of the particular user’s
preferences. In contrast, our method can learn preferences
from examples via summarization and performs much better
for both seen and unseen objects (91.8% and 91.2%).

Human summary. This ablation studies how the summaries
provided by the LLM compare to summaries crafted manu-
ally by a human. For each benchmark scenario, a human-
written summary was used by the LLM (in place of the
LLM-produced summary) to predict object placements for
the test objects. The results achieved with this “oracle”
summarization are better than the LLM summarization by
6% for both seen and unseen objects. This result suggests that
the LLM summarizations are already quite good, and that
improvements to LLM summarization could enable further
gains for our method in the future.

Different LLMs. Table III reports our performance
on the benchmark using different LLMs. We find that
text-davinci-002 and code-davinci-002, which are older
variants of GPT-3, are not as good as the newest one
(text-davinci-003). In particular, there is a much larger
gap between seen and unseen objects. This is because the
older models are more likely to generate summaries that list
out individual objects in the seen set, which does not general-
ize well to the unseen objects. For PaLM 540B [48], we find
that while it shows slightly higher performance on common-
sense reasoning, it does not do as well as text-davinci-003
on summarization, particularly in scenarios where there is a
larger number of receptacles to choose from.

D. Real-world experiments

In our final set of experiments, we test the proposed
approach on a robot performing a cleanup task in the real
world (Fig. 1). The robot base is a holonomic vehicle capable
of any 3-degree-of-freedom motion on the ground plane. This

maneuverability comes from the vehicle’s Powered-Caster
Drive System [49], which consists of four caster wheels that
are powered to roll and steer as needed to achieve the desired
vehicle motion. The robot manipulator is a Kinova Gen3
7-DoF arm mounted on top of the mobile base with a Robotiq
2F-85 parallel jaw gripper as its end effector.

The robot is placed inside a room with various objects and
receptacles on the floor and is then tasked with picking up
all the objects and putting them into the correct receptacles
according to user preferences. The preferences are provided
as a set of textual examples for a particular user (as in
the benchmark). As described in Sec. III-C and illustrated
in Fig. 2, the robot iteratively locates the closest object
on the floor, navigates to it, recognizes its category, picks
it up, determines the appropriate receptacle for the object,
navigates to the receptacle, and then puts the object inside.

Implementation. The robot uses two overhead cameras for
2D robot pose estimation (x, y, θ) and 2D object localization
(x, y). The pose of the robot base is estimated using ArUco
fiducial markers [50] mounted on its top plate (see Fig. 1).
The object locations are detected in the overhead camera
using ViLD [51], while the receptacle locations are hard-
coded for each scenario. We found that these design choices
work well for our mobile robot system. However, other pose
trackers and object detectors could also be used instead.

To navigate in the scene, the robot calculates the shortest
collision-free path to the target position using an occupancy
map that includes obstacles in the scene such as receptacles.
It then uses the pure pursuit algorithm [52] to follow the
computed path.

After the robot arrives at the closest object, it uses a
camera mounted on its base (and pointed forward at the
ground) to take a close-up, centered image of the object,
then determines the object category using cosine similarity
between text and image features in the CLIP embedding
space [44]. The set of object categories in the LLM summary
is automatically extracted and used as the target label set
for CLIP. Note that without these categories from LLM
summarization, a human would have to manually specify a
list of fine-grained object classes potentially present in the
target scene in order to use CLIP for object classification.

After the object category is identified, the system uses the
LLM summarization to predict the appropriate receptacle and
manipulation primitive for the object. The robot then moves
the object into the receptacle with a sequence of two high-
level manipulation primitives: (i) pick and (ii) place or toss.
The “pick” primitive uses the gripper to grasp at the center of
the detected object. The “place” primitive moves the gripper
to a location just above the selected receptacle and drops
the grasped object in. The “toss” primitive swings the robot
arm and releases the gripper with timing that results in
tossing [53] of the grasped object into the selected receptacle.

Real-world evaluation. Using this mobile robot system, we
ran tests on 8 real-world scenarios as shown in Fig. 3, each
with its own set of 10 objects, 2–5 receptacles, 4–10 “seen”
examples indicating preferences for which objects should go



Fig. 3. Real-world scenarios. We evaluate our mobile manipulation system in 8 real-world scenarios, encompassing a wide variety of objects and
receptacles.

into which receptacles and which primitive should be used to
put them there, as well as 10 “unseen” test objects. Across all
8 scenarios, 70 unique “unseen” test objects and 11 unique
receptacles are represented.

For each scenario, we asked the robot to perform 3 runs of
the cleanup task and measured its success throughout opera-
tion. Overall, the system was able to put 85.0% of the objects
into the correct receptacle during these tests. For qualitative
examples, please refer to the supplementary material and
additional videos at https://tidybot.cs.princeton.edu.

Looking at the results in more detail, there were 240
objects to be cleaned up in total (8 scenarios, 10 objects per
scenario, 3 runs per scenario). We observed that the overhead
camera was able to localize 92.5% of the objects, and
the object classifier correctly identified the object category
for 95.5% of the localized objects. Given the predicted
object category, the LLM selected the appropriate receptacle
and manipulation primitive for 100% of localized objects.
Additionally, the robot succeeded in executing the chosen
primitive for 96.2% of the localized objects. In terms of
speed, the robot took on average 15–20 seconds to pick up
and put away each object.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we showed that the summarization capa-
bilities of large language models (LLMs) can be used to
generalize user preferences for personalized robotics. Given
a handful of example preferences for a particular person, we
use LLM summarization to infer a generalized set of rules to
manipulate objects according to the user’s preferences. We
show that our summarization approach outperforms several
strong baselines on our benchmark, and we also evaluate our
approach on a real-world mobile manipulator called TidyBot,
which can successfully clean up test scenarios with a success
rate of 85.0%. Our approach provides a promising direction
for developing personalized robotic systems that can learn
generalized user preferences quickly and effectively from
only a small set of examples. Unlike classical approaches
that require costly data collection and model training, we
show that LLMs can be directly used off-the-shelf to achieve
generalization in robotics, leveraging the powerful summa-

rization capabilities they have learned from vast amounts of
text data.
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